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1984: the quasar redshift cutoff

What is the 

distribution of 

formation 

redshifts for 

massive 

galaxies?



Peebles (1980) – p124

Press & Schechter (1974) ... observe that if the initial density ... is a 

Gaussian process, then ... they assume that the positive (overdense) 

half of this Gaussian distribution is the frequency distribution of initial 

density contrasts in protoclusters ... It is doubtful that this is a good 

approximation, however ... one would prefer instead of the 

distribution of M(x0) for randomly placed x0, the distribution of M(x0) 

for x0 placed at local maxima of the function M(x0) (Jones 1976).



Actually points out 

the ‘cloud-in-

cloud’ problem for 

Press-Schechter



Initially used FFT on 

δ = ∑∑∑∑ δδδδk e
ik ···· x

+ central limit on 

random phases to 

make Gaussian 

realizations

Narrower range of 

density values (& 

hence collapse 

redshifts) than for 

random points, 

depending on power 

spectrum



Solve cloud-in-

cloud problem by 

full 3D peak-

inside-peak 

treatment.

⇒⇒⇒⇒ PS halo mass 

function too 

sharply peaked

(cf. local random 

walk model)



Power spectra of radio galaxies

Large-area angular 

distribution probes Gpc

scales.

Test P(k) against Poisson

⇒⇒⇒⇒ homogeneous to few 

% for Gpc boxes



All-sky redshift survey 

of 329 objects to z=0.1

δδδδk = N
-1 ΣΣΣΣ eik ···· xi − FT(<n>)

|δδδδk|
2 − 1/N   estimates      

P * |Wk|
2 (so prefer ξξξξ(r) for 

anisotropic survey 

geometry)

Correct for integral 

constraint

Plot dimensionless P:

∆∆∆∆2(k) = dσσσσ2/d ln k

= k3 P(k) / 2 ππππ2

Evidence for break at    
k ≃≃≃≃ 0.02 h Mpc-1



1990: APM w(θθθθ)

ΩΩΩΩmh ≃≃≃≃ 0.2 (and argument for ΛΛΛΛ)

deprojected to P(k) by Baugh & Efstathiou (1993)



Kaiser (1987): z-space distortions

Ps = Pr (1 + ββββ µµµµ
2)2 ββββ = ΩΩΩΩm

0.6/b          µµµµ = k ···· r / kr



PD94

Variety of data 

consistent with 

power spectrum 

shape ΩΩΩΩmh = 0.25 

(allowing different 

bias factors)

– not 0.15 because 

nonlinear evolution 

underestimated for 

very flat spectra



Nonlinear evolution: HKLM91 

− turned out to depend on P(k)

linear

PD96 Hamilton 91

ΩΩΩΩmh = 0.15



The halo model

Neyman Scott & Shane (1953): random clump model: 

correlations arise from pairs in the same clump

r  ~  r-a (r < R)  ï  x  ~  r-(2a-3)

obs:     x  ~  r-1.8 ï  a = 2.4?

Application to CDM, 

following Benson, Cole, Frenk, Baugh, Lacey 2000

Peacock & Smith 2000

Seljak 2000, 2002           

Berlind et al. 2002, 2003                      

Yang, van den Bosch, Mo et al. 2002a, 2002b, 2003



Power from haloes of different mass

PS++ mass 

function and 

NFW++ halo 

profile gives 

correct small-

scale clustering 

from random 

haloes.

Add linear large-

scale power for 

complete model.

Lin

NL total

M=1015

M=1010



Origin of 

power-law 

spectrum

Weight mass in 

haloes as M-αααα for 

M > Mmin:

αααα = 0.5 and Mmin = 

1012works

Measure linear 

power for k < 0.2



Prediction matches correlation data

Zehavi et al.   

astro-ph/0301280

Luminous SDSS 

galaxies need 

weight M-0.110.110.110.11 for     

M > Mmin= 10
13.6



The 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey

221,000    

redshifts to 

B<19.45   

(median z = 0.11)

250 nights AAT 

4m time 

1997-2002

public data: www.mso.anu.edu.au/2dFGRS



2dFGRS cone diagram: 4-degree wedge



ΛΛΛΛCDM predictions for the linear mass P(k)

varying the matter density

times the Hubble constant

varying the

inflation model

varying the

baryon fraction



The final 2dFGRS Power Spectrum

Cole et al. 2005

ΩΩΩΩmh = 0.168 ± 0.016 

ΩΩΩΩb/ΩΩΩΩm  = 0.185 ± 0.046



The eigenmode approach

(Vogeley & Szalay, Tegmark, Taylor & Heavens, Hamilton, late-90s)

Expand data vector di = ΣΣΣΣ aj ψψψψij(x), where modes are

Orthonormal: ψψψψij . ψψψψjk = δδδδik

Uncorrelated: < ai aj > = 0 

Optimal basis ⇒⇒⇒⇒ data compression and rapid likelihood, 

thus fit sampled P(k) values as parameters

+ : Undoes mask convolution and z-space effects

− : Much more complicated to code and debug

− : Much slower to test on mock data



2dFGRS-SDSS comparison

Tegmark et al. vs Cole et al.

WMAP



CMB data evolution

Flat ΩΩΩΩm = 0.3 

(vacuum 

dominated)

Open ΩΩΩΩm = 0.3 

(no vacuum)

Not quite 

angular 

power per 

ln(scale)



Overall 

constraints:

Note in 

particular 

rejection of 

n=1





Does tilt alone verify inflation?

Harrison-Zeldovich-Peebles: mustn’t have a 

characteristic scale

But there is always a characteristic length: Lplanck

If tilt is generic, need tensors too for a test of inflation



Inflation models

mass-like potential V(φφφφ) ∝∝∝∝ φφφφ2 is now the standard model



The big puzzle: what is the vacuum energy?

(1) Zero-point energy

⇒ expect ρρρρvac ∼∼∼∼ Emax
4 (natural units: c=h=1)

But empirically Emax = 2.4 meV - not a real cutoff

(2) Dynamical ‘Dark Energy’

- Empirical  w=P/ρρρρ c2;  fit w(a) = w0 + wa(1-a)

- ‘Quintessence’: use inflationary technology of w<0 

from scalar fields



Measuring the 

vacuum
Vacuum affects  H(z):

H2(z) = H2
0 [ ΩΩΩΩM (1+z) 3 + ΩΩΩΩR (1+z) 

4 + ΩΩΩΩV (1+z) 
3 (1+w)  ]

matter             radiation         vacuum

Alters D(z) via r = ∫∫∫∫ c dz/H

And growth via 2H dδδδδ/dt term in growth equation

Both effects are

(1) Small (need D to 1% for w to ±±±± 0.05)

(2) Degenerate with changes in ΩΩΩΩm

Redshift surveys of ~ 106 galaxies over 

~ 1000 deg2 can measure w to 3-5% 

but systematics are  challenging

Now: AAΩΩΩΩ (2dF++)  2012: WFMOS

Rule of 5

distance

growth



P(k) as a standard ruler

(1) Matter-radiation horizon:

123 (ΩΩΩΩm h2 / 0.13)-1  Mpc

(2) Acoustic horizon at last scattering :

147 (ΩΩΩΩm h
2 
/ 0.13)

-0.25
(ΩΩΩΩb h

2 
/ 0.024)

-0.08 
Mpc

Acoustic horizon can be seen in CMB and baryon wiggles:

Use to probe distance-z relation

can measure w for vacuum (P/ρρρρ c2)



The vacuum: present knowledge

Combined:

So far, constraint 

comes from overall 

break in P(k)



Wiggles in the 2dFGRS Power Spectrum

Cole et al. 2005



Wiggles in SDSS LRG correlations

Eisenstein et al. astro-ph/0501171:

46,748 Luminous Red Galaxies 0.16 < z < 0.47  (<z> = 0.35)

Compare Horizon in CMB:

w = – 0.80 ± 0.18 if flat



Origin of baryon features: 

real space

Eisenstein www



Origin of baryon ‘wiggles’

density

time

space



Origin of baryon ‘wiggles’

density

time

space
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Origin of baryon ‘wiggles’

density

time

space



Origin of baryon ‘wiggles’

density

time

space



Origin of baryon ‘wiggles’

density

time

Baryons (+ photons) 

oscillate as standing 

waves

Oscillations damp on 

small scales: switch 

off DM growth until 

matter domination

space



Evolution of transfer functions

z = 1000, 100, 0

CDM

baryons

Wiggles in 

CDM arise 

after last 

scattering, 

and are in 

place only 

at z=50



Baryon wiggles as 

a ruler: w to few % 

accuracy

Blake/Glazebrook proposal:

2 x 106 g’s over 600 deg2 

0.5<z<1.3



S/N formula for P(k)

For nP << 1, shot noise dominates

For fixed telescope time V ∝ 1/n, so nP=1 is optimal

Typical P=2500 (h-1Mpc)3  ⇒ nopt = 4 × 10-4 (h-1Mpc)-3

Similar clustering for many high-z tracers

Feldman, Kaiser, JP, 1994

% error on D(z) = (V / 5 h-3 Gpc3)-1/2 × (kmax / 0.2 h Mpc-1)-1/2

Can we go to higher k at high z (smaller nonlinearities)?



WFMOS

• 0.7 < z < 1.3:  1 (h-1Gpc)3 = 540 deg2

• 2.5 < z < 3.5 : 1 (h-1Gpc)3 = 254 deg2

• Thus 1% distance accuracy (V=5) needs 

2000 or 1000 deg2

• At optimal density, means 2,000,000 

galaxies at z=1 and 600,000 at z=3

Proposed 2000-4000 Fibre spectrograph for 1.5-degree 

HyperSuprime field on Subaru 8m, in collaboration with 

Gemini. Data from 2012 if approved.

Targets: emission-line galaxies at z=1 and LBGs at z=3



Flat: BAO at z=1 and z=3



Pivot redshifts

Assume   w = w0 + wa(1-a)

If observe degeneracy  w0 = A + Bwa, 

⇒⇒⇒⇒ w = A + (B+1-a)wa

⇒⇒⇒⇒ zpivot = 1/(1+B)  - 1

Method zpivot

BAO z=1 0.54

BAO z=1+3 0.85

WFMOS could measure wpivot to ±±±±0.05 and wa to ±±±±0.15

Difficult to get much baseline



Is this accurate enough to be 

interesting? May need much larger 

numbers (e.g. ADEPT)

− and in any case, can we measure 

the effect?



Dark matter Galaxies 

Galaxy clustering in the Millennium Simulation

The galaxy content of a 1014M⊙⊙⊙⊙ halo



Springel et al 2005

Power spectrum 
from MS divided 
by a baryon-free 
ΛΛΛΛCDM spectrum

Galaxy 
nonlinearities 

higher at z=3 than 
z=1

z=0z=1

z=3z=7

DM
gals



Scale shifts at z=1 (Stuart Lynn)

Need to predict this to << 1%



Conclusions from galaxy P(k)

• Only weak acoustic oscillations. Must have 

collisionless component

• CDM models work, with sensible baryon fraction

• Low density  ΩΩΩΩm ≃≃≃≃ 0.25 when CMB added

• BAO signature will be one of the key DE probes

- But still much to do in controlling systematics




